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The data catalog for your modern data stack

Our cloud-native platform combines an intuitive 
user experience with a powerful knowledge 
graph to deliver enhanced data discovery, 
governance, and actionable insights. 

“We now do in half a day what we couldn’t 
do in six months.”

– Michael Murray, former president, Choreograph

“For organizations looking to drive data analysis, collaboration, and discovery through data governance programs
 or to mature their capabilities, data.world is a good choice.”

Forrester Wave™: Data Governance Solutions, Q3 2021

Powered  by knowledge graph
Search like you’re on Google with a data catalog 

that understands relationships between data assets, 
business concepts and people.

Open and flexible
 Connect to any solution in your DataOps ecosystem, 
including data warehousing, observability, lineage, BI 

and more.

Adopted by millions
The most widely deployed data catalog drives data 

literacy with experiences that encourage exploration, 
collaboration, and re-use.

Last-mile governance 
Clear the final hurdle to data supply chain efficiency 

with a catalog that supports both virtualized and 
federated access to data. 

Fully managed SaaS
Focus on important data tasks and anywhere, anytime 

access. No lenghthy installs, migrations, upgrades 
or downtime. 

Business-first automation
No “black-boxes” or flashy AI tricks. Automate what 

matters most to your team to drive efficiency in 
data work.
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Quickly and easily connect to and catalog data from any source 
including on-prem and cloud databases, business intelligence 
dashboards and reports, filesystems, shared drives, SaaS tools, APIs, 
and more.

• Edit related assets in bulk for quick, efficient updates
• Identify the highest and lowest-demand data resources
• Perform detailed data troubleshooting and impact analysis with

high-level and technical lineage

DataOps productivity
Open up traditionally restricted governance functions once reserved 
for a core team of stewards. Agile data governance is a modern, 
iterative approach that captures your entire team’s expertise and 
knowledge and enhances collaboration between data producers and 
data consumers.

• Manage crowdsourced governance and data access requests
• Apply changes and permissions to assets in bulk
• Empower everyone – regardless of role – to collaborate on data

Agile data governance 
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https://data.world/schedule-a-demo

Visit data.world for more information and expert guidance.

© 2021 data.world, inc.

See data.world in action

data.world is your front office for data and analytics 

Information radiator 
Automatically aggregate mission-
critical metadata and present it to 

your data and analytics community in 
quickly consumable fashion.

Open ecosystem
Easily incorporate new data and 

analysis tools into your workflow so 
new silos don’t develop with our open 

and extensible platform.
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Collaboration hub
Bring data producers and consumers 

together in real-time to overcome 
knowledge gaps that stand in the way 
of reproducible, trustworthy analytics.

The DataOps Stack




